Clinic Demographics

Children's Physicians Plattsmouth

1938 E. Highway 34
Plattsmouth, NE 68048
Office: (402) 955-7150  FAX: (402) 955-7160
tscott@unmc.edu

Clinic Physicians
Tina Scott-Mordhorst M.D.

Contact Person: Kim Briggs, Office Manager  Contact Phone: (402) 955-7605

Parking Information
Lot in front of building

Clinic Information
The clinic in Plattsmouth is in the Children's Physicians network, staffed by two graduates of UNMC College of Medicine. Drs. Tina Scott-Mordhorst and Annie Zimmer are two excellent physicians and teachers. They truly enjoy having students in their clinic and give them many opportunities to learn.

Directions

Street Map to the Clinic
Map to the Area

Housing Contact:

Description of Facilities:
Plattsmouth is a commuter site. No housing is available.

Pets: If checked, pets are allowed.
Spouse: If checked, housing can accommodate spouse.